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Welcome!
We are so excited that you are joining us for this relaxing and active

lockdown escape day!

We have crafted this day to feel like an energising break! A chance to

disconnect from the everyday life stress and uncertainty that this lockdown

has put on us and a chance to reconnect with yourself, others and perhaps

nature! 

With the perfect mix of playful, active and grounding activities, you will end

the day feeling rejuvenated and with plenty of new skills! We can’t wait to

have you here! 

Much Love,

The Reconnect Team



How to Join In
Request to join our Private Facebook Group

ASAP

On the day, find a nice quiet place that you

love (in your home or outdoors) with ample

space around. Make sure that you have a

strong internet connection

Tune in to the Youtube videos in your own

time to enjoy each class!

VIDEOS
https://www.reconnect.yoga/lockdown-retreat-videos



9.15 AM -  BOOTY JAIL CAMP (45
MIN)

10.15 AM -  UPSIDE (LOCK)DOWN
(1H30 TO 1H45)

8.30 AM -  PRIMAL MORNING (30
MIN)

Break (15 min)

LUNCH BREAK (1 Hour)

Break (15 min)

Example Retreat Schedule

2 PM -  STAY YIN!  ( 1H)

1  PM -  THAT’S FIRE!  TANTRA 101  (45
MIN)

3PM -3.15PM Retreat closes.

Break (15 min)

Even though we encourage you as

much as possible to join us for

the ENTIRE day to get the full

benefits, and come on a journey

to reconnection... We understand

it is a long day in front of the

computer so of course feel free to

do each class at your

convenience to fit your schedule! 



INVERSIONS & YIN

THROUGHOUT THE DAY

Cushion or pillow

Yoga Blocks / A Couple of Books

Bolster or Pillow

Blanket

Wear Active-wear 

Plenty of water to stay hydrated

A yoga mat

Notebook & pen

A sweat/ gym towel

 (healthy ;) Snack

What to Bring



Inversion 
Workshop

A playful Intro to Inversions class where we will guide you

through some drills for our fave inversions (And arm

balances!) Learn the playful, empowering, trust-building

art of getting upside down by yourself or with a partner in a

fun and safe way! Through strength warm-up, mobility drills,

trust solo or partner exercises and body awareness and

conditioning drills, we will teach you the foundations and

explore poses such as Crow, Headstand and Handstand.

Never been upside down before? Lockdown is your chance!

Already walking on your head? You can never have too

many drills in your conditioning bag of tricks! 



About Tantra
Tantra is not well understood in the western world, but is a key to

healthy living and awareness that can transform you into the

person you were meant to be! 

Tantra takes the approach that one should not reject the body

and its desires, but actually embrace them on the road to

enlightenment. 

Its practice allows a true connection of the body, mind and soul.

Having this connection of our heart and spirit within ourselves can

make all the difference in intimacy, relationships, and throughout

every moment of life. 

This short snapshot will be an introduction to the sacred art of

Tantra for intimacy! If you have been to my longer intro to tantra

workshops before, this will be a good reminder but I will also

approach different content, focusing on the foundation &

misconceptions of tantra and will give some practical tips on how

to reach better pleasure and intimacy.



PRIMAL MORNING

Morning Mindfulness practice: Our morning routine will

teach you how to prime yourself for the day, build

energy that you will be carrying all day long through

Qigong movements, fire breaths and meditation

methods.

BOOTY (JAIL)  CAMP

A 45min boot camp style “at home” practice focused

on glute and core, sure to make you break a sweat

whilst sculpting your peach perfect! This requires

minimum equipment so, no gym, no excuse!

STAY YIN!

A gentle Yin class to finish the day and wine down before we open some wine to

celebrate the end of the retreat! Yin is a powerful practice that creates a

connection to your body in a whole new way, going deep into the fascia (below

the muscles) for very deep releases, observing emotions flowing, all through long

passive holds in gentle yoga poses. We will end with a beautiful meditation on how

to balance our inner emotional world in those difficult times. 

 



DANILO BUENO

Holistic Fitness Coach

Fitness Coach | Accredited

Physiotherapist

AMBER GOUZY

Owner at Reconnect

Retreat Captain | Yoga Teachet|

Acroyoga Teacher | Tantra

Coach | Mindfulness Coach

MARINE GERAUD

Owner at Life Upside Down

Yoga Teacher (300h) | Yin

Teacher | Inversions & Arm

balances Legend

Coaches



Private FB Group Link
A PLACE TO ENGAGE WITH
FELLOW STUDENTS & COACHES
THE CLASSES PLAYLISTS
THE RETREAT ROUTINE/ DANCE
AND MORE..

YOU'LL F IND:

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/GR
OUPS/602566120737291/



Contacts
RETREAT LEADER: LEADER :  AMBER GOUZY

PHONE :  +61478317393
EMAIL :  AMBER@RECONNECT.YOGA

 
 

FACEBOOK :  @RECONNECT RETREATS
IG :  @RECONNECT.YOGA

WEBSITE :  WWW.RECONNECT.YOGA
 


